Skillsoft® Live Learning™
The ultimate virtual classroom experience

Provide expert-led, conveniently scheduled virtual classroom training to your employees and get ahead faster and more economically than traditional instructor-led training (ILT).

The advantage of Live Learning online
The pioneer in virtual classroom instruction, Skillsoft Live Learning was designed to bring the benefits of traditional instructor-led training (ILT) to the desktop. Skillsoft Live Learning has proven that training over the web can achieve the same level of knowledge transfer as in-person ILT while offering additional advantages learners can’t get anywhere else. And Skillsoft’s world-class seasoned experts, who have delivered over 500,000 hours of training, underpin every mode of learning during development, including lecture presentations, mentoring and class notes, labs and study guides.

A blend of effectiveness and efficiency
Delivering training in a cost-effective and timely manner is the secret to a scalable learning program. With Skillsoft Live Learning, you don’t have to sacrifice quality to get critical training out to your organization.

Their live instructor-led technical training via the Internet is, in our view, the solution of the future.
Howard M. Block, Ph.D.
Banc of America Securities
Skillsoft Live Learning is years ahead of the virtual learning curve. Having provided more than 500,000 hours of expert-led, virtual classroom instruction to tens of thousands of learners over the last thirteen years, we’ve perfected virtual classroom training. It is the proven way to bring the benefits of instructor-led training to the desktop and offer additional advantages that learners can’t get in a traditional classroom or in any self-paced content library. Most classes are rotated in a quarterly schedule providing maximum flexibility to students to attend the class.

An unparalleled overall learning experience
Skillsoft Live Learning scales the advantages of instructor-led training with the efficiencies of the Internet into a seamlessly blended learning environment students can’t get anywhere else. Live, online classes bring world-class expert instructors to your desktop or laptop where they can deliver an unparalleled overall learning experience.

Available via a calendar of scheduled events and on-demand recorded sessions, Skillsoft Live Learning classes deliver the ultimate classroom experience, including better retention, reduced time in training and decreased training costs. Skillsoft Live Learning—the ultimate classroom experience.

Core Subjects Offered
- Cisco Systems
- Microsoft Technical
- CompTIA
- Project Management Certification
- VMware

Features
Experienced Expert-led instruction via an elegant, online classroom environment.

Two-person team-teaching approach in every live class.

Seamlessly integrated blended learning experience.

Access to live class, recorded content, assessments, practice exams and laboratory simulations

More economical than ILT.

Benefits
Learners access materials when convenient for them.

Employees have access to bona fide experts for a premium learning experience.

Gain better retention, reduced time in training and decreased training costs.

For more information or to learn more, call 866-757-3177 or visit www.skillsoft.com